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Over the past 18 years, developed a career that has provided me the skills and 
patience to supervise personnel under the most difficult and delicate situations 
imaginable.

EXPERIENCE

Patrol Officer/Detective
ABC Corporation - MARCH 2003 – DECEMBER 2007

 Promoted to supervisory position to supervise sworn police officers 
and civilian personnel.

 Fostered an environment in which citizens, staff, and students enjoy 
high levels of service and employees are motivated to deliver top 
performance.

 Managed patrol operations to ensure friendly and efficient contact 
with citizens.

 Selected Contributions As Police Union Executive Director - Oversees 
daily operations of a fully functioning 160 member Police union.

 Lead negotiations efforts of a landmark labor agreement which has 
gained national exposure for its pay for performance model.

 Duties include evaluate and assignments to criminal investigators; 
provide mentoring and feedback to investigators on their 
investigations;

 Manage complex high profile investigations such as homicides, 
criminal sexual assault, and narcotics investigations; conduct 
background investigations on prospective hires

Patrol Officer 
ABC Corporation - 2001 – 2003

 Duties, Accomplishments and Related Skills I worked as a roving 
patrol officer and would patrol multiple accounts during one shift.

 Specific duties include Patrol parking structures using security vehicle
then enter buildings and patrol by foot.

 Observe all surroundings and report any damage done to any 
building.

 Respond to alarm calls to resolve problem, most of them time with 
corresponding suburbs police department at my side.

 Lock/unlock buildings for clients.
 Write incident reports.
 Follow checklist to ensure all properties were properly patrolled and 

attended to..
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EDUCATION

 - (University of Louisville - Louisville, KY)

SKILLS

Typing, Computer Skills, Computer Skills: Word, Communications, Communications, 
Bilingual Spanish.
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